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1. Abstract 

The quest for 1G and 10G networks is forcing cable operators to innovate both in the outside plant (OSP) 

and the inside plant (ISP) technologies. Some of these are OSP levers such as extending the spectrum, 

fiber deep technologies etc. Similar evolution is happening on the ISP through the introduction of 

DOCSIS 3.1, 4.0 and talk about the future DOCSIS 5.0 technologies. Different architectures are being 

evaluated to carry the petabytes of data being generated on these access networks – including the 

enhanced optical access to virtualizing the CMTS. 

These access strategies are being analyzed from the long-term planning points of view to support the 

customer demand and to support a competitive product offering. In this paper we evaluate the impact of 

these access evolution strategies on key operational factors points of view that are often overlooked 

during initial analysis. In an earlier paper [1] we proposed a framework to evaluate transformation options 

for Outside Plant (OSP) network access powering solutions from an architectural, financial and 

operational perspective. In this paper we extend the framework to also include Inside Plant (ISP) 

operational factors such as power, cooling and rack-space requirements. In addition, we propose some of 

the metrics that can be used to compare different end-to-end solutions. 

Our goal in this paper is to develop a framework that can be used by network operators to evaluate the 

end-to-end operational impacts of their access network evolution strategies. 

2. 10G goal is pushing the envelope on the access operational factors 

Broadband access demand has been growing at a rapid pace.  In order to keep up with the demand the 

Cable industry has developed a new set of technologies that can deliver data rates targeting 10 Gigabits 

per second over the coming years [2].  Some of the new technologies include N+0 (fiber deep), Extended 

Spectrum DOCSIS (ESD), and Full-Duplex DOCSIS (FDX).  The Extended Spectrum DOCSIS 

technology itself has numerous implementation options – mid-split, high-split, ultra-high-split etc. In 

addition to the full line-up of options in the OSP, operators have to optimize the corresponding ISP 

explosion through Centralized Access Architecture (CAA), Distributed Access Architecture (DAA) and 

Virtualized CCAP architectures. 

We will not go into details of these 

technology options, but suffice to 

say, each of these technology 

options has significant impact on 

the HFC access network both in the 

OSP and ISP.  Furthermore, 

operators are challenged to figure 

out the best way to transition their 

existing network – which is in 

different stages of evolution 

depending on the markets and 

legacy approaches– to the new 10-Gig capable state.  The table above illustrates the complex transition 

options that are possible. Operators are faced with the above capacity related transitions to keep up with 

the access demand. This itself is a marathon task. Hence, looking into the end-to-end operational impacts 

(power, space, cooling) is often overlooked. In this paper we focus on these operational impacts. 

    Architecture ISP Options OSP Options 

 
CAA 

 
I-CCAP (D3.1) + 

Optical Aggregation 
 

 
Node Split, Mid-split 

 
DAA 

 
CCAP Core + CIN 

V-CCAP + CIN 

 
All of the above 

+N+0, Full Duplex, 
1.2/High-split, 
1.8/High-split 
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3. Recap of the OSP power analysis framework and recommendations 

In [1] we developed a framework to analyze different access transformational upgrades from only the 

OSP point of view. These upgrade options included different OSP access levers such as Node Splits, N+0, 

Full Duplex, Spectrum Upgrades and backhauling some of the wireless solutions. We provided a 

framework to analyze different powering solutions from the architectural, operational and financial points 

of view as mentioned below. 

Architectural measures: These measures evaluate a powering solution in the context of supporting the 

current access architecture and the future planned upgrades.  

- Feasibility: How feasible is this upgrade in their current network? 

- Ease of upgrade: How easy is it to extend to future needs? 

- Lifetime of the solution: How often does one need to upgrade? 

Operational measures: The operating metrics determine how a powering solution meets, at a minimum, 

the committed service level agreements (SLAs) and offer a simpler maintainable solution.  

- Reliability: What level of reliability needs to be considered to meet the SLAs? 

- Complexity: What are the maintenance complexities? 

- Failure recovery: How long does it take to recover from failure? 

Financial measures: The financial measures provide the investment overlay (total and time-adjusted) 

views of the solution over a long-term transformation. 

- Long-Term CapEx: What is the 5/10-year capital expenditure of the solution? 

- Long-Term OpEx: What is the 5/10-year operating expense of the solution? 

o Including the obsolescence and disposal costs  

- Total cost of ownership (TCO) NPV: What is the net present value (NPV) costs over 5/10 years? 

In the previous paper we recommend the operators and the standards forums to – 

- Align with your company’s access strategy: As a powering solution cannot be an afterthought 

or a point solution. It needs to align with the transformation strategy being developed by the team. 

- Consumption is not the only metric you need to optimize: Albeit, consumption reduction is 

one of the main goals of the NextGen energy strategy, we propose to follow the framework. 

- Plan long-term powering solutions before making the short-term next steps: Gaining a clear 

vision on the long-term powering needs is essential to make the short-term decisions. 

In this paper we extend the above framework and recommendations to evaluate different access upgrade 

solutions from an end-to-end (both ISP and OSP) perspective. 

4. Operational factors influenced by ISP architectures 

OSP changes have direct impact on ISP operational factors.  As operators get ready to upgrade their 

networks for the next generation technologies, they have an opportunity to re-architect their ISP. The 

inside plant has traditionally faced numerous challenges – chief among them are powering, cooling, and 

rack space availability. Note that we do not consider elements in ISP that are relevant for the access 

upgrades, such as voice switches that are getting phased out, in this paper. 
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- Powering: The inside plant hosts a range of active networking devices that support the cable HFC 

network.  Key among these include the CMTS, the optical transmitters/receivers, Ethernet 

aggregation network and any relevant access routers. As the demand for cable access network has 

grown, it has driven the need for changes in equipment in the ISP.  In addition, the equipment has 

been upgraded to support higher performance and density that leads to changing powering needs. 

- Cooling: The challenges on the powering side outlined above also manifest into similar challenges on 

the equipment cooling needs.  Legacy HVAC systems are facing significant capacity challenges 

trying to meet the needs of the new power-hungry equipment. 

- Rack Space Constraints: The need for additional equipment in the ISP due to access changes 

outlined above requires additional equipment rack space. Many ISPs have run out of the rack-space 

capacity they were originally designed for, and have little room left for expansion. Increased density 

in the CMTS equipment and 

commoditizing the aggregation network 

reduces the footprint. 

As outlined above, ISP is facing several 

challenges on the powering, cooling, and rack 

space front.  As operators plan to upgrade their 

networks to support the new 10G 

technologies, they have an opportunity to re-

architect their ISP environment to solve some 

of these vexing problems.  As the focus of this 

paper is on the access network, we will mainly 

focus on the access related components in the 

ISP. The access network architectures can be 

classified in two broad categories – centralized 

and distributed.  We have summarized in the 

coming sections the major architecture options 

being considered by most network operators 

below.  For a expanded discussion on this 

topic the reader should refer to [3]. 

Centralized Access Architectures (CAA): 

Traditional cable access network architecture 

is based around the Cable Modem 

Termination System (CMTS) in the ISP.  All 

the CMTS functionality is centrally located in 

the ISP Hub.  The CMTS generates and 

receives the DOCSIS RF signal which is sent 

to the Optical transmission equipment co-

located in the hub.  The video signal is also 

modulated by the Edge QAM (EQAM) device 

and sent to the Optical transmitter.  The analog 

optical signal is sent over fiber to optical 

nodes in the field.  

Distributed Access Architectures (DAA): 

Distributed Access Architectures (DAA) were 

Different CMTS variants 

Centralized Access Architectures (CAA): The 

Centralized Access Architectures have two 

implementation options – Modular CMTS and 

Integrated CMTS (CCAP).  

- Modular CMTS: In the Modular CMTS 

implementation the downstream modulation for 

Data and Video signals is handled by a separate 

Universal Edge QAM device.  

- Integrated CMTS: In case of the Integrated 

CMTS implementation, the CMTS integrates all 

functions within the CMTS.  The integrated 

CMTS is also known as a Converged Cable 

Access Platform (CCAP). 

Distributed Access Architectures (DAA): Depending 

on the CMTS functionality moved from the hub, 

there are three major variants. 

- CCAP Core with Remote Phy: In this case only 

the DOCSIS Physical Layer (Phy) is move to the 

optical node.  The rest of the CMTS functionality 

remains in the CCAP Core located in the Hub. 

- CCAP Core with Remote Mac-Phy: In this case 

both the DOCSIS Physical (Phy) as well as 

Media Access Control (MAC) layer functionality 

is moved to the optical node. 

- Virtualized CCAP: In this case in addition to the 

Phy and MAC layers being moved to the optical 

node, the remaining CCAP Core functionality is 

virtualized.  As such, the CCAP Core 

functionality is implemented as a software 

module in an upstream data center.  This 

eliminates the CMTS functionality from the Hub.  

Note that the video Edge QAM functionality 

remains in the Hub. 
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developed specifically to address the power, cooling, and rack space challenges in the ISP.  The idea is to 

move part of the CMTS functionality – at least the DOCSIS Physical Layer (Phy) - to the optical node.   

In the following sections we evaluate the framework introduced in [1] for both ISP and OSP impacts and 

potentially expand the framework. At the end we introduce different metrics to succinctly evaluate 

different access upgrade solutions from operational factors points of view. 

5. Updated end to end operational factors analysis framework 

The proposed OSP based power analysis framework from [1] can still be used as the end to end 

framework with the following additional changes – 

- Include ISP operational factors: The power only analysis conducted previously needs to be 

extended to include other operational factors such as space and cooling that are relevant for the 

ISP part of the end to end framework. These factors will offer benefits in ISP and OSP 

differently. For example, in ISP the space related factor will assist in the facility consolidation, 

whereas the powering solutions in OSP can assist with the permitting nightmares. 

 

- Include headroom capability of a solution in architectural measures: As we are applying this 

framework in validating different powering solutions, we felt that the expansion headroom 

created by a powering solution should be clarified in the measure. We recommend such analysis 

are added to the lifetime of the solution category in the architectural measures. 

Next, we apply the updated end to end framework on different scenarios and provide our thoughts on the 

usefulness of such a framework. 

6. Analyzing end to end access solutions using the framework 

Using the above framework and sampling the typical access upgrade paths planned by the operators, we 

have created a set of scenarios as depicted in Figure 1. Here is a brief explanation of the scenarios: 

- ISP considerations: In the ISP analysis we use the power, the space and the cooling metrics in the 

end to end framework with the following upgrade considerations: 

o Centralized access architecture (CAA) is used as the first step for the D3.1 upgrade and is 

used until the DAA architectural components (such as D-RPD) are ready to be used.  

o Distributed access architecture (DAA) is considered as soon as the end to end solution 

components are available. DAA can be used after mid-split lever in OSP is crossed as 

shown in Figure 1. Both the CCAP core and virtual CCAP options are used as two 

options for end evolution of an ISP. 

- OSP considerations: In the OSP case we use only the power metrics which are part of the end to 

end framework with the following upgrade path options: 

o Organic levers scenario: Here we use the organic node splits to meet the downstream 

demand needs, and mid-split and high-split (when full duplex is reached) for upstream 

driven needs. 

o Extended Spectrum DOCSIS (ESD) levers scenario: Here we use a combination of the 

spectrum upgrades and node splits opportunistically to meet the growth needs. 
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Figure 1  End to end access architectures evaluated from the operational factors point of view 

NOTE: The analysis is conducted with certain assumptions to the best of our knowledge. We want you to 

pay attention to the framework and the process of the analysis rather than digging deep into the numbers. 

6.1. End to end power analysis 

As a first step we tried to 

understand the total end to end 

power consumption for our sample 

access network of around 100k 

homes passed, which we used in 

our earlier paper (refer to [1], [4], 

[5]). The results of our analysis are 

shown in Figure 2.   

Here are a few observations we can 

make from the chart in Error! 

Reference source not found. 

The organic upgrade path relies 

heavily on node splits which lead to 

higher number of nodes and service 

groups.  This also leads to a much later transition to DAA which drives significantly higher power 

demand in the long run.  The ESD upgrade path on the other hand relies more on spectrum expansion that 

requires relatively less power. The Virtual CCAP solution shows lower power consumption compared to 

the CCAP Core solution in the ISP as it shifts some of the CMTS functionality and associated power 

demand to the upstream regional data centers (cloud) which is outside the scope of this analysis. 

Figure 2 10-year end to end cumulative power consuption 
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6.2. End to end 
operational 
factor analysis 

In Figure 3 we 

provide a detailed 

analysis of the 

various operational 

factors we considered 

including OSP and 

ISP power 

consumption, ISP 

cooling, and ISP rack 

space requirement of 

the organic and ESD 

scenarios over a 10-

year period on a 

quarterly basis (refer 

to [5]). Once again, 

the exact numbers are 

not important, but we 

can make several 

interesting 

observations from the 

trends.  

The first observation 

we can make is that 

all three factors – 

power, cooling, and 

rack-space – are 

tightly correlated and 

show the same trend.  

This is 

understandable as all 

three are driven by 

need for additional 

equipment to support 

network growth. 

Another observation 

we can make is that 

the ESD scenario offers significantly lower power, space and cooling requirements compared to the 

organic scenario. Organic operating factors spike up in later years mainly due to the increase in number of 

nodes and service groups. 

Figure 3 10-year quarterly operating factor analysis for organic and ESD evolution to core CCAP 
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6.3. End to end power cost analysis 

Figure 4 shows the financial analysis of the two scenarios over the 10-year period.  In this analysis we 

have only focused on the 

cost of the power supplies 

and the consumed power.  

The results clearly mirror 

the trends in the 

operational factors 

described earlier. 

In order to effectively 

analyze the true financial 

impacts per our 

framework the total cost 

of ownership (including 

both the CapEx and 

OpEx) as well as the net 

present value (NPV) of 

the costs would need to 

be determined, which 

would give the spend 

timing related insights. Finally, other costs such as maintenance, trouble calls, and truck rolls related costs 

would need to be factored.  

6.4. Other architectural and operational measures analysis 

Next, we will compare the two scenarios using the architectural and operational dimensions of our 

framework. 

Looking at the architectural dimension of our framework we need to explore the feasibility, ease of 

upgrade, and the solution lifetime.  From the feasibility and ease of upgrade point of view the organic 

option has clear advantages due to relative simplicity of node splits vs ESD upgrades.  However, in terms 

of lifetime of the solution, the ESD upgrade comes out ahead. 

Looking at the operational dimension of our framework we need to explore the solution reliability, 

complexity, and failure recovery capability.  From a reliability and complexity point of view the organic 

option would come out in front due to the simplicity and well-established practice of node splits.  On the 

failure recovery front the picture would be a bit mixed.  The organic scenario results in many nodes which 

could increase the failure recovery time.  On the other hand, in the ESD case, even though there are fewer 

nodes, there is greater complexity in dealing with the extended spectrum.  That can also impede failure 

recovery. 

7. Recommendations for power architects 

World energy consumption has been growing at an unsustainable rate over many years.  As a significant 

energy user, the cable industry launched the SCTE Energy 2020 program [6] to address the end-to-end 

energy usage. Our framework is put forth to assist in analyzing different powering solutions. 

Figure 4 10-year total power related cost components 
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We made following recommendations for power architect in our earlier paper [1] – 

- Align with your company’s access strategy: Powering solutions cannot be an afterthought or a 

reactive one-time solution. It needs to be aligned with the operator’s overall network strategy. 

- Consumption is not the only metric you need to optimize: While consumption reduction is one of 

the main goals of the next generation energy strategy, the powering solutions need to be evaluated 

in the context of the architectural, operational and financial metrics as mentioned. 

- Plan long-term powering solutions before making the short-term next steps: Understanding the 

long-term powering needs and their impacts is essential before making short-term decisions. 

Based on the end to end access discussion in this paper, we make these additional recommendations – 

- Include end-to-end operational factor analysis: Conduct your analysis with both the ISP and OSP 

impacts in mind. One classic example where such a balancing act is clearly visible is fiber deep or 

extending the spectrum to 1.8 GHz. The former taxes the power and the space in the facility due 

to service group explosion compared to the latter. 

- Note that the ISP and the OSP incentives can be different: Optimizing based on OSP or ISP 

levers alone does not result in an optimal solution.  

- Remember that virtualization does not necessarily mean the costs are eliminated: Virtualization 

does not always eliminate costs but often shifts the costs to different locations. For example, V-

CCAP reduces the impact of a facility level operating factors, but it keeps the OSP impact the 

same as before and moves some of the facility costs to the data centers. 

As a next step, we are evaluating different operational factor (power, space and cooling) related solutions 

that are being proposed in the cable industry using the proposed framework.  You can reach out to Rajesh 

Abbi or Sudheer Dharanikota for additional information. 
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